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Here is an image of our nearest star
taken by Dan Markus in Hydrogen
Alpha.

THE PRESIDENTS FIELD OF VIEW
Happy Autumn Starry Skies to All!

I

t’s hard to believe that we are quickly
approaching our winter observing season
given that just 2 weeks ago we were enjoying October summer like temperature in the
80’s. Equally surprising is that it’s now over
2 months ago we savored the awe-inspiring
splendor of the 2017 total solar eclipse that
swept across our great country. I’m not sure
I have fully recovered from the experience and surely wonder if I will again
experience such a natural or celestial event of equal magnificence. Will the
early Spring skies where we reside at the eastern end of Lake Erie afford us
clear skies April 8th 2024? I’ll try to remain optimistic but realistically I think we
may have better chances in other locales along the centerline. I’m even willing
to try my mother-in-law’s custom of hanging rosary beads in a tree to assure
clears skies. Time will tell.
How fast this year has passed with club activities. Commencing with
last winter observing at the Beaver Meadow Observatory and then on to
the warmer evenings of observing and imaging,
the occultation of Aldebaran by our moon, the
Messier Marathon, Astronomy Day 2017, our
Annual Dinner banquet, Public Nights at the
BMO and Steve Smith’s “Wilson Star Party” April
through October, astroimaging sessions at the
BMO, two night of “Astronomy on the Wilkeson
Pointe”, BAA member’s star party, Perseid Meteor shower, observatory renovations, and other club events. My how quickly
time and life pass and the changes that occur with each passing year… All my
telescopes appear to weigh just a little bit more, looking toward the zenith
takes just a tad more effort, the drive home from a long evening of observing
seems to take a little bit longer, winter temperatures seem to penetrate my
winter observing gear and my bones more readily, and eyepieces of shorter
focal lengths reveal more “floating” interlopers. Regardless of these less than
desirable changes, the love of this hobby
does not wane but in fact seems to be
more meaningful and rewarding. Not
only the visual rewards but the enjoyment of the camaraderie of experiencing
it with others and passing that passion
for the study of the heavens above to
others.
So, I welcome all, whether longtime members or new members to
continue to enjoy all aspect of what the club has to offer - the wealth of
knowledge and experience, the fun of observing and astronomy repartee with
fellow members, our dark sky observatory @ Beaver Meadow, public observing events, astroimaging sessions, club star parties and more.

THE PRESIDENTS FIELD OF VIEW CONT.
Finally, we are very excited about the construction of a
new observatory next to our current observatory at Beaver Meadow in North Java. We will be pursuing multiple
fundraising avenues throughout the coming months to
help finance the 2017-18 Observatory Capital Campaign.
We ask for your support as this will enable greater observing and imaging opportunities for club members as
well as significantly increase our public observing and
educational outreach capabilities for the public. You’ll be
hearing more about this from 2017-18 Capital Campaign
Chair Dennis Bartkowiak and Beaver Meadow Observatory director Gene Timothy.
Get involved… and get more out of your membership!
Warmest Regards and Clear Skies,

DID YOU KNOW?

-The odds of being killed by falling space
debris is 1 in 5 billion.

Online at
www.buffaloastronomy.com

-Neutron stars can rotate up to 500 times in
1 second.
-The largest structure found in the universe
is the Sloan Great Wall, a super cluster of
galaxies 1.37 billion light-years wide

Help Support The BAA by choosing the BAA as your
charitable donation within Amazon. Every little bit helps!

-85% of all stars in our galaxy are part of
multiple-star systems.
-While in space astronomers can get taller,
but at the same time their hearts can get
smaller.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BAA MEETINGS

CALENDAR
November 10

7:30 P.M.

General Meeting

November 13

6:00 A.M.

Conjunction Venus & Jupiter.

November 17, 18

12:00 A.M.

Leonids Meteor Shower.

November 18

5:42 A.M.

New Moon

November 24

N/A

Mercury at Greatest Eastern
Elongation

December 3

5:00 A.M.

Full Moon, Supermoon.

December 8
December 13, 14
December 18

7:30P.M.
Dusk
N/A

Holiday Party
Geminids Meteor Shower.
New Moon

December 21, 22

Dusk

Ursids Meteor Shower

SEND CALENDAR EVENTS TO
Mike Humphrey thespectrum@buffaloastronomy.com
FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION ON CLUB EVENTS,
visit http://www.buffaloastronomy.com/events

All meetings are held at the Buffalo
State College classroom building.
For directions to the location and
more information see the last
page.
GENERAL MEETING
7:30 P.M. room C122
Classroom Building
STELLAR NURSERY MEETING
(Kids under 10)
7:00 P.M. room C122
Classroom Building
“TUESDAY” NIGHT IMAGERS
MEETING
AS POSTED by Dan Marcus
via E-mail @ BMO
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
The Buffalo Astronomical Association
holds its regular monthly General
Membership Meeting on the second
Friday of each month.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
You can join (or renew) at the organization web site,
http://www.buffaloastronomy.com.
Click the ‘Join BAA’ Tab. To Join by mail Send funds to address shown along
with the following information: Name, Address, Phone Number, Special Interests in Astronomy, Do you own a Telescope? (If so, what kind?), and where
you first heard of The BAA.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
The Board of Directors Meeting
is held on dates and at locations
scheduled by the board. Information
provided to The Spectrum will be
published. The meetings are open to
all members of the Society in good
standing. Attendance is encouraged.

NOVEMBER GENERAL MEETING

JOIN US FOR THE NOVEMBER GENERAL MEETING
our November general meeting will be Astronomy
“Show and Tell”Presentations Members will offer short
presentations on new astronomy gear, images, observing
aids, books, astronomy apps, etc...
Show and tell about your own astronomy items to the
meeting as well.

DECEMBER GENERAL MEETING &
HOLIDAY PARTY

JOIN US FOR THE DECEMBER GENERAL MEETING
our December general meeting will be held on December 8th and will also be the Holiday Party, Members will
be asked to bring a dish to pass for our Annual Buffet
style dinner.
If you would like to volunteer to head up the organization of the Holiday Party please contact Mike Anzalone.

2017-2018 OBSERVATORY CAPITAL
CAMPAIGN

PRESIDENT
Mike Anzalone
VICE PRESIDENT
Mike Humphrey
SECRETARY
Neal Ginsberg
TREASURER
DaRand Land
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AT-LARGE-DIRECTORS
Noah Erhart
Taylor Cramer
Steve Smith
COLLEGE OF FELLOWS
Rowland Rupp
BMS RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
Alan Friedman

Buffalo Astronomical Association

WEBMASTER
Gene Timothy

BAA member publishes book

Richard Wilds has recently pub-

lished the book, Bright and Dark
Nebulae: A Guide to the Clouds
of the Milky Way Galaxy, CreateSpace, 2017. It is available from
CreateSpace now (https://www.
createspace.com/7355429 paperback or ebook) and will be available
from Amazon and bookstores soon.
This will be the first detailed discussion on the topic
of dark nebulae in 90 years since it was tried posthumously by E.E. Barnard in his 1927 publication. When
Barnard wrote on the topic, he was only discussing
the northern sky. Richard’s work covers the entire sky
and brings in many professional works on the topic
from the past century. The foreword was written by
Aage Sandqvist, the world’s leading authority on Dark
Nebulaekind.

-The shape of the universe looks a lot like
a brain cell.

OBSERVATORY DIRECTORS AD-HOC OUTREACH COMMITTEE
Dan Marcus
Jim Lehman
Gene Timothy
Tom Heyer
SPECTRUM EDITOR
Mike Humprey

BUFFALOASTRONOMY.COM
The BAA website not only has news and information
about our association, but also a variety of features to
manage your membership and connect with other club
members. Current members can post photos,
trade gear, pay dues, manage discount magazine subscriptions, swap stories in the forum, and more.
Questions about the site? Need a hand to get your account set up? Contact webmaster@buffaloastronomy.
com

DID YOU KNOW?

BAA Directory
CLUB OFFICERS

CHECK THE WEBSITE

-Just after the Big Bang, everything in the
universe was in liquid form.

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR
Dennis Bartkowiak
In order to expand our outreach efforts and ofer the
membership state of the art equipment to view and image with the BAA is seeking Donations for the New Expansion. If you would like to Donate please contact Dennis
Bartkowiak

-Any free-moving liquid in outer space
will form itself into a sphere due to
surface tension.
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OBSERVATORY REPORT

SATELLITES ARTICLE

Where do old satellites go when they die?
Courtesy NASA Space Place

By Gene Timothy
We are excited to have turned the clocks ahead as we
can now start imaging and viewing at 6pm. We have
been very busy at the Beaver Meadow
Observatory with Tuesday Night “Imagers” group,
maintenance and upgrades to both the outside and
inside. We replaced a secion of the lower Observatory
Drywall because there was a Mold issue. The Drywall
has been replaced and painted. Just a reminder that the
Keycodes to the Observatory have been changed and
new observatory rules have been posted. If you would
like to access the Observatory please come to one of
the Tuesday Night imaging sessions for a recertification
and we will give you the new keycodes.

NEW OBSERVER AND ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY
PROGRAM WITH CERTIFICATES

Are you interested in developing skills in observational
astronomy? Want to see all kinds of objects throughout
the year? Try our observing program. It’s designed to
feature objects visible from our Observatory and Dark
Site in North Java. Observers who successfully complete
the observing program will be presented both a pin and
a certificate of completion at the BAA General Membership Meeting. The program is coordinated by Observatory Co-Director Gene Timothy.

TELESCOPE LOANER PROGRAM
(AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS ONLY)
One benefit of membership in the Buffalo Astronomical
Association is access to the variety of telescopes that
are part of the BAA Loaner Scope Program. This program allows members who don’t own or have access
to a telescope to borrow one for touring the night sky.
The program is coordinated by the Observatory Co-Directors. For more information contact them via the BAA
website
As usual we have way too much fun at the observatory,
We hope you’ll join us at the observatory!
6
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OBSERVATORY RULES
1. All users of the Observatory are required to record
their arrival Date along with any comments in the
Observatory logbook.
2. On arrival check the logbook and notice boards for
any reports of damage to or failure of equipment.
3. Members visiting the Observatory must ensure that
the Observatory is left clean and tidy at all times.
All trash must be removed upon departure. (If you
brought it in – take it out.) Any cans or bottles with
deposits must also be removed.
4. Smoking in the Observatory or on the grounds is
not permitted.
5. No lights other than red lights are permitted to
be used on the field surrounding the observatory
when the moon is below the horizon or imagers
are present.
6. Do not operate any observatory equipment until
you have been trained and certified by the Observatory Directors and your name has been posted
on the list of authorized users. (This includes the
roll-off roof, roof rails, C14 and 20inch telescopes
and all other equipment.)
7. Due care and diligence must be taken by all members when conducting themselves and guest parties around the Observatory site. Remember the
BAA are guests at Beaver Meadow.
8. Members may bring family and friends to the Observatory as guests provided that:
a. No personal profit or income is derived from
the activity.
b. They have checked for planned public events or
maintenance work being carried out.
c. Member is responsible for guest
9. Upon Departure ensure the locks are zeroed out
before locking the various doors and/or cabinets.
Ensure all doors are closed and locked before leaving.
10. Please do not drive cars on grass! The pathway to
the observatory is for pedestrian use. Do not backup to the piers to unload equipment.

Like every other machine, satellites do not last forever. Whether their job is to observe
weather, measure greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, or point away from Earth to study
the stars, eventually all satellites grow old, wear
out, and die, just like old washing machines and
vacuum cleaners
So what happens when a trusty satellite’s time
has come? These days there are two choices,
depending on how high the satellite is. For the
closer satellites, engineers will use its last bit of
fuel to slow it down. That way, it will fall out of
orbit and burn up in the atmosphere.
The second choice is to send the satellite even
farther away from Earth. It can take a lot of fuel for a satellite to slow down enough to fall
back into the atmosphere. That is especially true if a satellite is in a very high orbit. For
many of these high satellites, it takes less fuel to blast it farther into space than to send it
back to Earth.

Burning metal and “spacecraft cemeteries”
Getting rid of the smaller satellites in low orbits is simple. The heat from the friction of the
air burns up the satellite as it falls toward Earth at thousands of miles per hour. Ta-da! No
more satellite.
What about bigger things like space stations and larger spacecraft in low orbit? These
objects might not entirely burn up before reaching the ground. There is a solution—
spacecraft operators can plan for the final destination of their old satellites to make sure
that any debris falls into a remote area. This place even has a nickname—the Spacecraft
Cemetery! It’s in the Pacific Ocean and is pretty much the farthest place from any human
civilization you can find.

Buffalo Astronomical Association
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SATELLITES ARTICLE CONT.

NIGHTSKY NETWORK ARTICLE

Why bother moving old satellites?
For one thing, there are thousands of satellites and good-sized pieces of old satellites just hanging
around in orbit.
These bits of “space junk” can be hazardous to other working satellites and other spacecraft
traveling in or through Earth’s orbit.
In the early days of space exploration, we didn’t worry so much about what would happen to the
stuff we launched into orbit. These days, though, there is so much junk that we are worried one tiny
collision could trigger a big chain reaction. This possibility is called the “Kessler Effect.”
To prevent such a disaster, anyone launching something into orbit these days has to have a plan to
either send it into a graveyard orbit, or send it back down to burn up in Earth’s atmosphere.

Spacecraft cemetery in the South Pacific Ocean, far from where anyone lives.

“Graveyard orbits”
What about those higher satellites we blast farther away? Those we send into a
“graveyard orbit.” This is an orbit almost 200 miles farther away from Earth than the
farthest active satellites. And it’s a whopping 22,400 miles above Earth!
So is that the end of it for these far-away satellites? As far as you and I are concerned
it is! However, some of these satellites will remain in orbit for a very, very long time.
Perhaps someday in the future, humans may need to send “space garbage trucks” to
clean these up. But for now, at least, they will be out of the way.

8
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A computer-made image of objects in Earth orbit currently being tracked. About 95% of the objects
in this illustration are orbital debris, not functional satellites. The dots represent the current location
of each item, but are not scaled to Earth. The image provides a good idea of where the greatest
orbital debris is.
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ARTICLE CURIOUS & OBSCURE FACTS

Curious And Obscure
Facts In The World Of
Astronomy
By Randy Boswell
History is full of curious and obscure facts.
Take for example Alexander Graham Bell. Contrary
to popular opinion he was not the inventor of the
telephone. Rather, he acquired the first patent
for it based on his version of the device. Another
obscure and ironic fact of history was that Einstein
never learned to drive. Einstein, whose name is
synonymous with genius, commented that he found
driving to be “too complicated.” [1] These unusual
historical facts also include bad jokes. For example,
Joseph Stalin once trained for the priesthood. Also,
Hitler was a lover of animals and was against their
mistreatment. [2] While not as dramatic as these
examples, the world of astronomy has its share of
esoteric facts. Here are a few:

The Cosmic Background Radiation.
Discovered By Penzias And Wilson.
Confirmed By Robert Dicke And
Colleagues.
Scientific discovery sometimes involves the
collaborative effort of others in addition to that of
the principal players. This is true of the discovery
of the cosmic microwave background radiation
(CMB) in 1964. Contrary to much of the popular-level
literature, Robert Wilson and Arno Penzias of Bell
Labs were not the sole participants in its discovery.
In addition to them, there was a supporting cast that
enabled them to definitively conclude that what they
discovered was the CMB – the smoldering embers of
the big bang. The drama unfolded as follows:
The story begins with Arno Penzias and
Robert Wilson, two physicists working at Bell Labs
in New Jersey in the 1960s. Accordingly, they were
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acquainted with the theoretical construct of the CMB,
which was prevalent at the time. [In fact], the first
published recognition of the CMB as a detectable
phenomenon appeared in a brief paper by Soviet
astrophysicists A.G. Doroshkevich and Igor Novikov
in 1964. [3]
During this same year, Penzias and Wilson
were testing a 6 meter horn-shaped antenna
designed to detect faint radio waves from the Milky
Way Galaxy that were bounced off Echo balloon
satellites. Taking measures to factor out extraneous
signals, Penzias and Wilson found a signal in the
microwave range of 7.35 centimeters and 100 times
more intense than they expected. Equally surprising
was the fact that the signal or noise was constant
and isotropic. Both concluded that this noise was
coming from outside our own galaxy – although
they were not aware of any radio source that would
account for it. (Emphasis) [3]
Robert Dicke and colleagues enter the stage
at this point. Unbeknownst to Penzias and Wilson
was that Robert Dicke, Jim Peebles, and David
Wilkinson, astrophysicists at Princeton University,
were searching for the theoretical CMB at this
same time. They theorized that according to big
bang cosmology, the CMB should be present due
to the Doppler effect caused by the expansion of
the universe. Regarding this, Penzias heard about
an unpublished paper by Jim Peebles about the
existence of residual radiation from the big bang.
Penzias and Wilson wondered if they stumbled upon

ARTICLE OBSCURE CONT.
the theorized CMB. Penzias phoned Dicke regarding
Peeble’s paper and described their findings.
Reacting to this news, Dicke famously uttered to
his colleagues, “Well boys, we’ve been scooped.”
Dicke sent Penzias a copy of Peeble’s paper and
after reading it Penzias invited Dicke to Bell Labs
to analyze their findings. Dicke [and his colleagues]
identified Penzias and Wilson’s findings as the
predicted CMB from the big bang. (Emphasis) [4][5]
The closing scene of this drama involved
telling the world of this new discovery. On account
of the fact that Penzias and Wilson consulted Robert
Dicke on the significance of their findings [5], a joint
paper was submitted to the Astrophysical Journal
Letters in 1965. The first part was written by Dicke
and his colleagues and dealt with how the CMB
substantiated big bang cosmology. The second part
of the paper by Penzias and Wilson described the
technical data of their findings and cited Dicke’s
explanation that this discovery pointed to the CMB.
In 1978, Penzias and Wilson were awarded
the Nobel Prize in Physics for their discovery of the
CMB. But as is the case with any successful drama
it depends on a talented supporting cast. And, in this
drama it included Robert Dicke and Co. (Emphasis)
Maxwell And The Rings Of Saturn

James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), the
Scottish mathematician and physicist is best
remembered for his electromagnetic theory and
kinetic theory of gases. Einstein said that his special
theory of relativity owed its origins to Maxwell’s
electromagnetic field equations. [6] Also, his kinetic
theory of gases was the first to utilize the methods
of probability and statistics to describe the most
probable distribution of the speeds of gas molecules.
Today this is known as the ‘Maxwell distribution of
speeds’. Accordingly, Maxwell is regarded as the
father of modern physics [6] and whose nineteenth
century work had the greatest influence on twentieth
century physics.

Yet, not widely acknowledged is the fact
that Maxwell made a fundamental contribution to
astronomy as well. In 1856 Maxwell was appointed
as professor of natural philosophy (i.e., a term for
the physical sciences in those days) at Marischal
College, Aberdeen Scotland. During that same year
the Prestigious Adams Prize was announced. The
subject was the structure of the rings of Saturn and
in particular whether they were solids or a fluid. The
Adams Prize was instituted in recognition of John
Couch Adams, a young Cambridge mathematician
who discovered the planet Neptune in 1848. However,
his discovery was not without controversy. French
astronomers disputed his discovery as being the
first. In September 1844 Adams predicted the
position of the new planet to British astronomers at
Cambridge, but he did not publish his prediction. The
French mathematician Urbain LeVerrier published
a similar prediction and persuaded the German
astronomer Johanne Galle to search for the planet.
Galle observed the planet in September 1847. French
scientists objected to Adams sharing the discovery
with LeVerrier and Galle. Be that as it may, Maxwell
submitted his entry in a paper entitled, “On the
Stability of the Motion of Saturn’s Rings,” which won
him the Adams Prize and which he later published
in 1859. Maxwell’s conclusions were that the rings
of Saturn consisted of a vast number of individual
solid particles rotating in separate concentric orbits
at different speeds. [7] At the time, it was known
that Saturn has three concentric rings, all lying in
the same plane. It was also observed that the planet
was visible through certain areas of the rings and
it was concluded that these regions of the rings
were substantially thin. Also, at the time there was
speculation that the rings might be solid, liquid or
composed of large numbers of rocks. However, there
was very little rigorous mathematical analysis. [8]
Maxwell analyzed each possibility mathematically.
Regarding the rings being solid, Maxwell calculated
that the mechanical forces acting upon the rings
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given their dimensions would break them up. [7]
Maxwell’s analysis also showed that the rings could
not be composed of a fluid. This was on account of the
fact that the combined forces of the planet’s gravity
and the centrifugal forces on the orbiting rings would
cause the adjacent rings of varying thickness to rotate
at different speeds and therefore produce an inherent
instability as the system sought equilibrium. [8]
This left the third alternative that the rings
consisted of rocks and which became known as the
‘meteorite model.’ Maxwell concluded that the rings
would be stable provided the average distance of
separation between any two objects is greater than
the objects themselves. [9] Maxwell’s mathematics
showed that the same forces acting on the case of the
fluid rings would result, instead, in a stable system.
Maxwell’s construct was essentially proven correct
more than 100 years later by the first Voyager space
probe to reach Saturn. [10] (Emphasis)

Newton: Of Telescopes And Theology
In the world of
astronomy Sir Isaac
Newton’s (16421727) claim to fame
was his construction
of the first reflecting
telescope. This marked
a quantum leap
forward in the design
of telescopes. This, as
any astronomer knows,
made it possible
to build telescopes
much larger than the
heretofore-refracting telescopes. Yet few realize that
in addition to mathematics and the hard sciences,
Newton’s contribution extended to theology as well.
Newton wrote extensively about Christianity.
And, in fact, it was his theological views that almost
cost him his Lucasian Professorship of Mathematics
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at Trinity College, Cambridge. [11] (Emphasis) This
centered on his rejection of the doctrine of the Trinity.
In those days ordination to the Anglican priesthood
was a requirement for any fellows at Cambridge
or Oxford. Refusal to do so meant expulsion. On
account of his rejection of Trinitarianism, Newton
refused ordination. Expecting expulsion, Newton,
notwithstanding, applied to King Charles for a special
dispensation. And, to Newton’s surprise, the king
granted him a dispensation and to all future holders of
this position.
Although Newton wrote extensively about
Christianity, none of his writings were published during
his lifetime. It was only after his death in 1727 that
some of his theological writings were published by
John Conduitt, the executor of Newton’s estate. The
remainder of these writings was auctioned off two
centuries later in 1936.
Newton’s theological background knowledge
was extensive. Newton studied church history widely
and was well versed in the writings of the church
fathers. In addition, Newton mastered Hebrew, Greek
and Latin, the original languages of the Bible and other
theological works so as to read them in their original
tongue.
Newton’s theological writings consisted
of works on church doctrine as well as biblical
commentaries. These writings, in particular, included
detailed expository writings on Bible prophesy that
were drawn heavily from the Book of Daniel and
Revelation. At the time of his death, Newton left an
incomplete theological manuscript of some 850
pages. [12] (Emphasis)

The Strange Case Of Tycho Brahe
Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) is known as the last
and greatest naked -eye astronomer, having died a
few years before the introduction of the telescope. He
is noted generally for making the most precise and
systematic observations of the positions of the stars

and planets for his day. What is not often highlighted
is the fact that Brahe’s observations overturned the
Aristotelian view of the heavens. (Emphasis) On
November 11, 1572, Brahe observed a star in the
constellation Cassiopeia that was brighter than its
neighboring stars. Brahe’s notes said that it was
brighter than the brightest stars, namely Vega and
Sirius. Brahe used the term, “nova”, which means
new in Latin - and a term astronomers use today to
designate a type of exploding star – and said that it
maintained its brightness throughout November and
could be seen at noontime. By the time of February
1574 it dimmed to the brightness of the dimmest stars
visible to the naked- eye. Brahe’s account of the star’s
changing brightness was published in Latin, De Nova
Stella (About the New Star) in 1573 and was widely
received. The fact that Brahe observed the star change
brightness testified against Aristotle’s view – still in
vogue at the time – that the heavenly bodies beyond
the solar system were unchangeable. And, because of
this, Brahe became renowned throughout Europe. [13]
There is also another story to Tycho Brahe’s
life – a rather strange one. To begin with, when he
was age two, his uncle, a wealthy Danish uncle named
Jorgen Brahe stole him from his parent’s care. And,
surprisingly, Tycho’s parents were accepting of this.
[14]
And then there is the tale of the bizarre duel,
but first a little about Tycho’s home life. When his
uncle died in 1565, Tycho inherited much of his
uncle’s wealth and returned home to live in father’s
castle. At home, the young Brahe employed a number
of entertainers, including one known as Jepp. In an
interesting arrangement between Brahe and Jepp,
Jepp chose to eat his meals under the table. And if this
was not enough, there was the strange incident with
Brahe’s prized pet – an elk. It turns out that Brahe’s elk
was brought to a nobleman’s residence and somehow
ingested a large amount of beer. Consequently, the
story says that it fell down the stairs and died.
Now the tale of the bizarre duel. In 1566,

at the age of twenty Brahe became involved in
a disagreement with a fellow Danish nobleman,
Manerup Parsbjerg over a mathematical formula.
The disagreement occurred at the University of
Rostock where Brahe and Parsbjerg were students.
They decided to settle the matter over a duel. The
duel resulted in Brahe losing the bridge of his nose.
Brahe had an artificial nose made , which popular
legend says was silver. The remains of Brahe’s body
was exhumed from his grave in Prague in 2010 and
although the artificial nose was not found , chemical
analysis of the nasal area showed traces of copper
and zinc, indicating that it was made of brass. [15]
Another curious aspect of Brahe’s life was
his death. In 1910 researchers first opened Brahe’s
grave on the 300th anniversary of his death and
found the presence of mercury on his remains.
This led to speculation that he was poisoned.
But who was the alleged culprit and what could
be the motive? Much suspicion centered on King
Christian IV of Denmark. Danish historians believe
that Brahe had an affair with the Queen, the wife of
King Frederick II, Christian’s father. Contemporary
rumors of this affair is said to have inspired a similar
tale of adultery and intrigue at the Danish court –
William Shakespeare’s Hamlet. [14] It is thought that
Christian’s brother Hans ordered Brahe’s murder
while Brahe was visiting Prague. [14]
However, the 2010 exhumation of his remains
tells a different story. Chemical tests on his bones
and beard hairs showed that mercury concentrations
in his body were not high enough to have poisoned
him, according to Danish and Czech researchers
who analyzed his remains. [15]
This effectively ruled out rumors that Brahe
was murdered. The mercury levels present in his
body may likely have been due to Brahe accidentally
ingesting it during the course of his experiments.
[14] This leaves the official, and still largely accepted,
story of his death. And it is this: Brahe is thought
to have died from a bladder infection, causing his
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bladder to rupture. The story is that while attending
a royal banquet in Prague in October 1601, Brahe
refused to excuse himself to use the bathroom out of
politeness. Afterwards, he was largely unable to relieve
himself and after eleven days of intense pain he died –
a tragic conclusion to a strange life.
And finally, and in conclusion to this piece there
is one more thing worth mentioning. Stephen Hawking,
the world’s foremost cosmologist, said that he never
liked looking through a telescope. Part of his university
coursework towards his career involved observing
through a telescope. And, it is reported that when he
looked through a telescope he commented, “yuck” –
honestly.
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Astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti take photographs out of the cupola of the International Space Station during Expedition 42. If you
become an Image Detective you may end up analyzing some of these very photos!
Image Credit: NASA

You can help analyze images taken by astronauts on board the International Space Station by
becoming an Image Detective! This citizen science effort needs the help of human eyes and brains to
help analyze the 1.5 million images taken from the space station for use in better understanding our
home planet.
Image Detective is the latest citizen science program from Cosmoquest, who are partnering up with the
Astromaterials Research and Exploration Science (ARES) Division at the NASA Johnson Space Center.
The Earth Science and Remote Sensing Unit within ARES have been collecting and archiving these
amazing images of Earth form the space station for many years and have built up many terrabytes of
data to sort through. Citizen scientists from around the world, of all levels of experience, are essential
to help sort through this ocean of data and help make these photos an invaluable scientific resource
by transforming this archive of images into a searchable database of Earth observations. When you
volunteer for the Image Detective project you can help label features in the photos such as volcanoes, is
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Mike Plotar

Age 65
Member since: 2011

Get ready to analyze gorgeous images of Earth! This is an early section of the tutorial that greets you as you begin
your Image Detective training.
Becoming an Image Detective is easy! You will first go through a basic tutorial where you will lean how
to label the images and practice lining up and centering the photos on a map of the Earth. Once you
have finished with the tutorial you can continue practicing, or create a login and start contributing to
NASA science.

Let me start by saying that like so
many people, I’ve always been
by nature an inquistive person. I
loved math and the sciences in school, but for the
longest time took no interest in any one particular
aspect. I worked a basic nine to five job for thirty five
years before retiring a few years back. One of our vacations not too long before retirement was to Sedona,
Arizona where I got my first real introduction to
astronomy and the heavens above. I signed up for a
“night under the stars” program while there, and from
that day on checking out the night sky was “in my
blood”. I’ve been a member of the BAA for a while now
and enjoy the diverse knowledge of our group, where
I virtually learn something new every day. After joining
the club, I really got interested in solar system imaging
and after a few years of “Tuesdays at the Obsevatory”,
I’m slowly learning and expanding my knowledge in
astroimaging.
The follwoing images were taken by Mike.

By working together with citizen scientists from around the world, we can help better make sense of our
own planet. Begin earning your Image Detective badge here: https://cosmoquest.org/x/beta/
Last Updated: October 10, 2017lands, weather patterns, and more. You will also help pin down the
locations of these photos on Earth.
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The Spectrum has a new look! There are a lot of
changes and even more excitement in the club and in
the skies. The new build at the observatory is
starting , the website is getting more views, and
public interest in astronomy is growing. The obs got a
new coat of paint and we thought the Spectrun could
use one too.
Special thanks go to Gene Timothy for the concept
and layout. I like it, but it’s your turn now.
What do you think?
Send me an email : jetpac@iname.com.
Let me know your thoughts.
Michael Humphrey
Spectrum Editor
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Cramer
The BAA
is a group
of dedicated amateur astronomers, most of whom
BAA voice mail box: (716) 629-3098
are observers,
but
some
are armchair astronomers, and imagers.
Noah Erhart (Elected)
The benefits of membership are:
Website:
Observatory
- Access to ourCo-Directors:
Dark Sky observing site in North Java -- a great place to observe the universe!
• ADan
telescope
loaner
program
-- borrow a BAA telescope and try observing for yourself!
Marcus
(716)
773-5015
www.buffaloastronomy.com
• A monthly kids meeting, site orientation meeting, and general
meeting with speakers of interest. Access to meetGene
Timothy
ing videos on the BAA web site. - Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the general
public (such as Star Parties)
• Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap stories.
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